
Sample Noise Complaint Letter To Landlord

[Your Name]

[Your Address]

[City, State, ZIP Code]

[Email Address]

[Phone Number]

[Date]

[Landlord's Name]

[Landlord's Address]

[City, State, ZIP Code]

Subject: Noise Complaint and Request for Resolution

Dear [Landlord's Name],

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to bring to your attention an ongoing issue regarding

excessive noise in the [Apartment/House Unit Number] at [Property Address]. As a tenant, I

understand the importance of maintaining a peaceful living environment for all residents, and I

believe it is necessary to address this matter promptly.

For the past [duration of the issue], I have been experiencing consistent disturbances caused by

loud noises coming from [source of the noise, e.g., neighboring apartment, common areas,

construction, etc.]. These disturbances occur during various times of the day and night, making it

difficult for me to enjoy a peaceful and restful living space. The noise primarily consists of [describe

the type of noise, e.g., loud music, shouting, banging, etc.].

I have attempted to address the issue on my own by [mention any steps you have taken, such as

speaking to the neighbors, reporting the issue to building management, etc.], but unfortunately, the

situation has not improved. As a result, I kindly request your assistance in resolving this matter to

ensure a comfortable and quiet living environment for all residents.

I understand that managing noise complaints is an integral part of maintaining a harmonious



community, and I trust that you will take the necessary steps to address this concern. My hope is

that you can communicate with the relevant parties involved and take appropriate action to mitigate

the noise issue. This could include speaking to the neighbors, implementing noise insulation

measures, or any other solution that you deem suitable.

I appreciate your prompt attention to this matter. Please keep me informed of the steps being taken

to address the noise concern and provide an estimated timeline for its resolution. If necessary, I am

willing to discuss this matter further or provide any additional information that may be helpful in

resolving the issue.

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation. I look forward to a swift resolution of this matter,

allowing all residents to enjoy a peaceful and comfortable living environment.

Sincerely,

[Your Signature if sending a printed letter]

[Your Typed Name]

[Attachments: Any supporting evidence or documentation, such as noise recording, if available]


